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Artificial intelligence is a branch of computer science, which includes natural language, intelligent processing, and professional
methods. Since the birth of artificial intelligence, the technology and application fields have continued to grow, and the application
fields have also continued to expand. ,is article aims to study the application of artificial intelligence technology in the
management information system of container multimodal transportation and to provide convenient and efficient operation
methods for container multimodal transportation.,is paper proposes the C-means clusteringmethod.,rough the research and
development of the terminal management system, it has achieved great success in automation, intelligent planning, and integrated
management. At the same time, the EDI system is adopted, which mainly uses the combination of GPS and GIS information
platform Internet network technology. ,erefore, when evaluating the operation of the multimodal transport virtual container
under the control of coproduction, the DEAmethod is used to operate the multimodal virtual container. ,e situation is analyzed
and evaluated, and the multimodal transport virtual container is determined through investment.,e experimental results of this
article show that the artificial intelligence system achieves the most efficient multimodal transport management with the most
efficient system model, combined with the leading container multimodal transport virtual enterprise, to provide the best way of
the management process for the development of the multimodal transport management information system. ,e intact rate of
container cargo during transportation is as high as 99.7%.

1. Introduction

Before the development of the multimodal transport
business, the operators of many transport companies
worked independently and created their own systems.
,erefore, the work done is very limited. Only after entering
the multivehicle business can we expand our business sig-
nificantly and make more use of our own equipment and
materials. Can avoid unnecessary investment in other
companies? Due to the development of multiple ships and
cross-border transportation facilities, it can be assumed that
each supplier can choose the best location and route, es-
tablish efficient transportation, improve the level of trans-
portation organization, and coordinate the connection of
multiple transmission lines. ,e carrier will combine mul-
tiple modes of transportation to determine the best

transportation route and provide a unified transportation
document, a unified liability limit, and a unified rate when
conditions permit. As a result, cargo owners’ demand for
more transportation continues to increase, and they are
cooperating with international transportation companies
to support the development of multiship transportation.
With the development of the global econoour, interna-
tional trade has become more frequent and larger in scale.
In order to reduce trade and transportation costs, a large
number of companies have chosen packaging as a carrier.
In order to achieve the same small cost, container ship
owners are willing to further expand the scale of container
ships. ,is requires that the container terminal corre-
sponding to the large containing ship is also getting bigger
and bigger.,e voyage needs to be deep and long enough to
accommodate large enough ships.
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With the continuous and in-depth development of network
technology and information technology, the importance of
network security management is becoming more and more
obvious. Among them, network information management and
more general security management are important research
topics in the field of network security management. In recent
years, the research on artificial intelligence-based network
widgets and trust management models has received close at-
tention from academia, government departments, and in-
dustries. Governments and enterprises in many countries and
regions in the world attach great importance to and invest in
research in these two directions.,eir progress will continue to
promote the progress of scientific and technological equipment
and, at the same time, will have an impact on the country and
national strength and national security. ,e open large-scale
container transportation system is like a large socio-economic
system. It is an open system with multiple functions such as
transportation, econoour, and labor. In order to perform these
functions, the system must absorb a large amount of material,
energy, and moisture from other social systems to increase the
system capacity and thereby reduce the negative humidity of
the system. On the one hand, only in this way, the multimodal
container system can not only maintain normal operation but
also develop efficiently and systematically. On the other hand,
the multimodal transportation system absorbs the resources
and energy provided by the society, and on the other hand, it
provides added value and supports its further development
with its pioneering life cycle.

,e research on the management information system of
container multimodal cooperative transportation based on
artificial intelligence technology is a very hot research topic.
,erefore, many well-known scholars at home and abroad have
carried out in-depth research on this topic. ,e article by Li of
the container multimodal cooperative transportation man-
agement information system based on artificial intelligence
technology integrates the resources of various new cooperation
modes and proposes an empty container transportation opti-
mization method based on the participation of container ports;
that is, the container port is cooperating with other parties. ,e
role of container leasing companies is used to provide shipping
companies with empty container demand [1]. Grobelny P
mentioned that multimodal transport is still a growth area of
Polish economic activity. In 2015, more than 10 million tons of
goods were transported in this way, an increase of 7.5% over
2014. According to data from the Railway Transport Office
(RTO), Poland’s multimodal transport accounts for only 2.37%
of the quality of goods transported by rail and 4.53% of the
transport work. Compared with other countries, this makes
Poland one of the last places in Europe [2]. ,e latest devel-
opments inYou J’s intelligent transportation system allow traffic
safety research to extend from analysis based on historical data
to real-time applications. ,is research proposes a new method
for predicting the likelihood of collisions using traffic data
collected by discrete loop detectors and web crawling weather
data. ,e matched case-control methods and support vector
machine (SVM) technology are used to identify risk status.
Adaptive synthetic oversampling technology is applied to solve
the problem of unbalanced data sets. Random forest technology
is applied to select influencing factors and avoid overfitting

problems [3]. Rahman et al.’s technological innovations over the
years have highlighted the operation of enterprise connection
organizations and different application platforms. ,erefore, a
unifiedmanagement information system (MIS) that can use the
Web and promote programming development is needed. ,e
software agent is the latest development of computer software
technology, which can be used to quickly and easily build in-
tegrated information systems [4].,e proposal of Vilkov et al.’s
theory and its subsequent solutions are based on fuzzy set
theory, fuzzy logic, and dynamic programming theory. Pro-
posed simple enough algorithm to approximate the problem is
under consideration, which can be used for software devel-
opment. ,e proposed algorithm is illustrated by conceptual
examples [5]. Zhao M studies the characteristics of climate
anomalies under the complex effects of atmospheric circulation
anomalies and monsoon systems. His analysis has followed all
the basic characteristics of marine logistics and land logistics,
but due to the high transportation risk and long transportation
time, freightmanagement is different [6]. Zhu’s article draws on
the research results at home and abroad, introduces an image
processing system, uses mathematical modeling optimization
methods, and summary induction methods to establish an
image processor-based container multimodal logistics safety
emergency decision support system research model. ,e
combination of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis,
based on theory, early warning management methods, and
emergency decision-making system,made in-depth thinking on
the image-based container multimodal transport logistics safety
emergency decision support system [7]. ,ere are still many
problems encountered in the actual operation process, such as
the coordinated deployment of vehicles, the coordination of
multiple ports, and the different modes of operation. At the
time, the transportation of goods will not be the same. ,ese
problems need to be resolved. ,e domestic research and
development of the terminal management system started late,
but through the unremitting efforts of our developers, we have
made great achievements in automation, mechanization, and
high efficiency. China’s terminal management is also at the
world’s top level.

,e abovementioned scholars have done a very compre-
hensive research on the logistics safety of containermultimodal
transport, but they do not have a good combination with
artificial intelligence technology. ,erefore, this article will
focus on the operation form of container multimodal transport
under artificial intelligence technology. An inventory of po-
tential safety hazards is made and, at the same time, certain
solutions are proposed to the corresponding problems.

2. Management Information System of
Container Multimodal Coordinated
Transportation Based on Artificial
Intelligence Technology Method

2.1. Artificial Intelligence Technology. With the development
of the times, the future technological products brought by
artificial intelligence will be the “box” of human wisdom. Ar-
tificial intelligence can simulate the information process of
human consciousness and thinking [8]. Artificial intelligence
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is not human understanding, but it can be considered human
and beyond human understanding. Artificial intelligence is a
very difficult science. People engaged in this business need to
understand computer science, psychology, philosophy, arti-
ficial intelligence, engineering, and computer vision. It is a
very broad science, covering various fields. For example, in
general, one of themain areas of artificial intelligence research
is to enable machines to perform certain tasks that require
continuous understanding by humans. But different times
and different people have different understandings of this
“complex task.” It shows that through personal design and the
application of artificial intelligence [9], the port industry has
great expectations for artificial intelligence, and it also shows
that Chinese ports can use it to increase competition. Large
containers are large in size, mass, and bulk and require special
space and equipment for operation during the loading and
unloading process. ,erefore, the central function of the
container is called a container terminal. An important part of
cargo transportation is transportation. It is a port where water
and land transportation usually goes. Its safety, stability, and
excellent performance are the basis for guaranteeing trans-
portation and play a vital role. ,e modern logistics industry
is developing rapidly, and container transportation is the
most important tool in international and domestic trade, low
cost, large capacity, flexible transmission, etc. ,ese charac-
teristics make it an important part of logistics and trans-
mission [10]. ,e container industry has become an
important indicator to measure a country’s logistics level. ,e
Ministry of Transport plays an important role in the country’s
economic development. With the integration of the global
financial system and the rapid development of the global
financial system, the era of global logistics is coming. ,e
modern container terminal is not a clean container. It has
gradually become a large shipping center and the most im-
portant distribution logistics center in the system. Its inherent
characteristics give it unique advantages in the logistics
system. ,e rapid development of our country’s container
terminals has benefited from many factors at home and
abroad: domestic economic development, economic trans-
formation, global economic system, international trade
growth, advanced machine automation, modern control
systems, and international competition [11]. Under the in-
fluence of these various factors, the development of container
terminals will inevitably develop more efficiently and effec-
tively. ,e home computer software industry started late, and
the research and development of terminal management in-
formation systems regressed. Computer intelligence and in-
formation management systems are widely used in developed
countries, widely used in many industries, and have achieved
amazing results in the adoption of modern management
systems. Foreign countries have achieved great success in
automation, intelligent planning, and integratedmanagement
through the research and development of terminal man-
agement systems. Information technology is the foundation
of understanding. Different conditions can be met. Subse-
quent business requirements and operational requirements
can be implemented objectively and efficiently, delivered on a
regular basis, and formulate optimal operating strategies,

improve terminal operating efficiency, and save customers
time and cost power. ,e most important function of the
terminal control system is automation. Automation is an
important production problem through integrated manage-
ment process, system analysis process, and information
process [12, 13]. Automatic drilling can greatly improve
container loading and unloading operations, reduce the in-
tensity of simulation work, and reduce the spread of business
risks. ,is is a successful automation application. Knowledge
integration refers to the high degree of dispersion of multiple
knowledge and the global optimization of resources.

2.2. Container Multimodal Cooperative Transportation
Management Information System. Container trans-
portation is a product of transportation renewal and an
important part of logistics renewal. Especially, in recent
years, multiship transportation has become a trans-
portation organization for international logistics services,
and its services and benefits will be reflected and em-
bodied in the industry. Although multilane traffic has been
developed for ten years, there are still many problems that
are difficult to coordinate [14]. ,ere are many contents
and problems in multiapplication transmission systems
not only “application” problems but also “software”
problems. For the application itself, the problem is mainly
focused on the promotion and use of the application, and
the software problem is the optimization of the system and
the level of use of the application. For this reason, it is
necessary to work from the perspective of system inte-
gration, so that the system can work more efficiently.
Advantages of container multimodal transport is as fol-
lows: regardless of the number of transport conditions
used to transport goods and the frequency of changes in
the goods during transportation, all transport cases are
handled by multicarrier operators [15].

,e multimodal transport operator is the organizer of the
entire transportation. In the multimodal transport, its business
procedures mainly include the following links:

(1) Accept consignment applications and conclude
multimodal transport contracts

(2) Issuance, pickup, and delivery of containers
(3) Export declaration
(4) Packing of goods and receiving goods
(5) Booking space and arranging cargo delivery
(6) Apply for insurance
(7) Issuing a multimodal transport bill of lading to

organize and complete the entire transportation of
goods

(8) Customs business during transportation
(9) Delivery of goods
(10) Handling of freight accidents

Among them, the business has better requirements for
the overall system design mainly in 1, 4, 6, and 3. It is
explained as follows:
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(1) ,e multimodal transport operator judges whether
to accept the consignment application based on the
consignment application submitted by the consignor
and its own transportation route. If it can be ac-
cepted, after the two parties have agreed on the
relevant matters, they will sign the copy of the station
receipt to the shipper or its agent to prove that the
application for consignment is accepted, and the
multimodal transport contract has been concluded
and started to be implemented.

(4) For the full container of goods packed by the owner,
the consignor shall be responsible for transporting
the goods to the place specified in the agreement
between the two parties, and the multimodal
transport operator or his agent shall receive the
goods at the designated place. In the case of LCL
cargo, the operator receives the cargo at the desig-
nated freight station. After receiving the goods, the
person receiving the goods on behalf of the inter-
modal transport operator shall sign the original
receipt at the station and give it to the consignor or
its agent.

(6) On the shipper’s side, cargo transportation insurance
should be insured. ,e insurance is handled by the
consignor itself, or the consignor shall bear the
expenses and be handled by the multimodal trans-
port operator on his behalf. Cargo transportation
insurance can be insured for the entire journey or in
sections. In the case of multimodal transport oper-
ators, cargo liability insurance and container in-
surance shall be insured, and the operators or their
agents shall apply to the insurance company or in
other forms.

,e courier only needs to bring a transfer contract and
a safe. If the baggage is lost or damaged during trans-
portation, the multivehicle operator will be responsible for
all transportation, and the transfer of each transportation
component will be responsible for the damage of its own
transportation part. Most ships use containers as a means
of transportation to directly complete the transshipment.
After the goods are stored in the manufacturer’s office or
shop, they can be directly shipped to the shop owner’s
office or shop. Due to the use of fitness equipment for
loading and unloading during transporting, and the
luggage in the box is not affected, luggage damage, luggage
accidents, and luggage theft are greatly reduced, thereby
improving the quality of luggage to a certain extent. In
addition, due to the close cooperation and close con-
nection of multiple transportation systems in many as-
pects, the speed and transit time where the goods go
reduce the loading time of many goods, thereby ensuring
the safety, speed, and accuracy of the goods [16]. Multi-
modal transportation can improve the level of trans-
portation organization, realize integration and
integration, and improve the connectivity between dif-
ferent transportation systems. Before the development of
multimodal transport, operators of many shipping sites
worked independently and made their own plans.

,erefore, the length of business is limited, and the scale
of freight is also limited. However, once different trans-
portation companies join multivehicles, it can greatly
increase the scale of service operations, increase the im-
pact of available equipment, and choose better trans-
portation routes and arrange appropriate transportation.
With the development of the global econoour, interna-
tional trade has become more frequent and larger in scale.
In order to reduce trade and transportation costs, a large
number of companies have chosen packaging as a carrier.
In order to achieve the same small cost, container ship
owners are willing to further expand the scale of container
ships. ,is requires container terminals corresponding to
large container ships to become larger and larger [17, 18].
Cruise ships need to have deep and long enough scenes to
transport large container ships. ,e opening of the con-
tainer handling system also proved internally that this
operation requires a large amount of information ex-
change. Compared with sea transportation, a large
amount of information exchange is also required for the
terminal or transportation to accurately obtain its precise
positioning to ensure the efficiency of transportation. ,e
plan is to exchange information with the two main de-
partments as follows: the first is production, planning,
operation, transportation, and related procedures, rules
and regulations, etc. ,e second is the distribution and
demand of related commodities, national and regional
policy information, policy information, product infor-
mation, policy and regulation information, special tech-
nical information, etc. ,e information exchanged
between programs and regions, for example, should
provide multivehicle transportation systems with trans-
shipment capabilities to the environment [19] and collect
information such as time changes and transportation
information through supply and demand updates to en-
sure the normal operation of the multibox transshipment
system. ,e artificial intelligence industry started late, and
the development of terminal management information
systems is relatively slow. Computer intelligence and
information management systems are widely used in
developed countries, widely used in many industries, and
have achieved amazing results in the adoption of modern
management systems. Foreign countries have achieved
great success in automation, intelligent planning, and
integrated management through the research and devel-
opment of terminal management systems. Information
technology is the foundation of understanding. Different
conditions can be met. Subsequent business requirements
and operational requirements can be implemented ob-
jectively and efficiently, delivered on a regular basis, and
formulate optimal operating strategies, improve terminal
operating efficiency, and save customers time and cost
motivation. ,e most important function of the terminal
control system is automation [20]. Automation is an
important production problem through integrated man-
agement process, system analysis process, and informa-
tion process. Automatic drilling can greatly improve
container loading and unloading operations, reduce the
intensity of simulation work, and reduce the spread of
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business risks. ,is is a successful automation application.
Knowledge integration refers to the high degree of dis-
persion of multiple knowledges and the global optimi-
zation of resources.

2.3. Algorithm of the Management Information System of
Container Multimodal Coordinated Transportation Based on
Artificial Intelligence Technology. On the basis of explicit C
partition, the C-means clustering method cannot be ob-
tained [21]. ,e C-method shown in the set method reduces
the category variation to an area function [22], and the
mathematical model is defined as follows:
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1
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where v represents speed and S represents mileage
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,e result of cluster analysis of items using the C-mean
clustering method is that one item belongs to one category.
In cluster analysis, when the impact factors required for
planning and their degree of impact have been fully de-
termined [23], ,e algorithm can also be used in the cal-
culation of the container scheduling problem of the
terminal, which can effectively improve the scheduling ef-
ficiency. ,e C-means cluster analysis method can be used,
as shown in the following formula:
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If several cluster center vectors are known, the Euclidean
distance between x and the cluster center vector v is as
follows:
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Based on the C-split fuzzy division, the C-split fuzzy
method can be obtained. ,e C-method simulation function
is also a cluster analysis method, which can reduce the
category variability as a quality function [24]. An example of
the C-means compression function is as follows:
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,rough the above formula, it can be concluded that the
fuzzy C-type mean clustering method can be expressed as
the following mathematical program:
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Due to the factors that affect the design and construction of
container components, there is a certain degree of uncertainty
and attention in the information and description collection
process [25], so the average clustering method is selected to
read the configuration of container components v and x.
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,e purpose of studying transportation output is to
determine their impact on total output and total input.
Among them, the structural effect refers to the impact of
other factors, especially changes in the input system, on the
total output. When the total amount remains the same or the
production system remains unchanged, the total output
remains unchanged. ,rough the total investment I, on the
premise that there is a proportional growth relationship P
between input and output, the above definition is expressed
by a mathematical model:

⊲P �  P0
I2

I0
  − P0

I2

I1
, (14)

⊳I � I0
Pi
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−  I0

Pi

P0
 

2

i � 1, 2, 3. (15)

To use the calculation of structural effects to guide the
structural adjustment of a multitool system, we must first
identify which institutional effects are signs of structural
optimization. ,e concept of optimization is to use many
transmission conditions and find the optimal area q. ,e
actual use range of parameter p is (0.08–3.97), the range of V
is (36.7–42.9), and the range of S is (697–1182).
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,eoretically speaking, k has a maximum value, and p
that satisfies the maximum value of k is the optimal prob-
ability value of multimodal transport distribution. ,e
following formula can be derived:
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3. Experiments on the Management
InformationSystemofContainerMultimodal
Coordinated Transportation Based on
Artificial Intelligence Technology

While global trade has enabled the continuous development
of the global econoour, it has also enhanced the competi-
tiveness of container terminals in the global econoour. ,e
scale of the entire container trade industry has dropped by
37.6%, shipping has decreased by 60%, and the utilization
rate of terminals around the world has also shown a cliff-like
decline. Even in the face of the global economic crisis, the
economic crisis of container trade has become more serious.
In recent years, the development of our country’s container
terminal culture has slowed down, which has already
touched the bottleneck of industrial development. Faced
with this situation, the country has issued corresponding
policies to deal with it. Under the new policy format and new
policies, the terminal industry is facing a world and chal-
lenging situation. On the one hand, some of the best
companies can stand out from the competition, continu-
ously improve facilities and management, and promote
healthy growth; on the other hand, competition forces
companies to continuously improve, increase productivity
and performance levels, improve management systems,
reduce operating costs, and improve enterprises the ability to
avoid risks. For a combination of multiple transmission
capabilities, a single mating cable is not enough. ,e im-
portance of the matching base lies in the self-regulation of
the transmission capacity among many transmission sys-
tems. However, the econoour is constantly developing and
developing, and the demand for transportation is also
growing, then adapting to the oral system. For multimode
payload requirements, the corresponding process is also
static. ,e development process is to make up for this defect
and is also an important basis for the balance of power and
energy [26].

3.1. Experimental Description and Experimental Strategy.
,anks to the precise control function of the container
control system, the terminal runs smoothly. With the
continuous change of business, the function of the terminal

control system also needs to change constantly, and the
control system also needs corresponding changes, which
puts forward the highest requirements for the function of the
system. However, the system has always focused on a
common location in the design process and is unlikely to be
useful when dealing with new situations that affect terminal
performance. In this case, the developer needs to consider
whether the project manager has the ability to adapt to
changes during the development process. Before developing
an information system, it is necessary to analyze the in-
formation processing function, construct system architec-
ture, levels, functional modules, and related processes. ,is
problem needs to be subdivided from surface to space, from
process to perspective, from top to bottom, etc., in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of the program. System perfor-
mance requirements are analyzed through system analysis.
First, the research objectives and the performance re-
quirements are determined through objective research ob-
jectives. ,e research subjects have a wide range of
requirements, strong professionalism, and rich experience.
It should include managers, professionals, engineers and
technicians, customer personnel, and other personnel who
design program information. Second, what is being studied
is determined, including people, things, and the relationship
between the two. ,e functional requirements of the pro-
gram can be understood through human research, the
functional basis of the program can be understood through
the study of the object, and the functional relevance of the
program can be determined by the relationship between
people and objects and between people. ,en, there is the
research method, and the most accurate research method is
used through the process of the most extensive procedural
activities, levels, and relevance. ,e final step is to wisely
choose the size of the work through their expertise, remove
the excess size, and determine the length of the subject work
required to determine the key size. Successful system per-
formance analysis can ensure that a well-designed system is
optimized, managed, and fully functional.

3.2. Sample Collection. ,e container terminal management
system is not a simple data management system. ,rough
this system, the intelligent transmission function of the
junction box can also be realized. It is a highly automated
and intelligent system that can improve machine efficiency
and reduce unnecessary workload. ,e intensity of simu-
lation work is reduced, the production process is shortened,
work efficiency is improved, and continuous performance is
achieved under certain requirements. While improving
performance, it also saves time and cost for customers. ,e
types of these materials are not uniform for containers that
run multiple fitness applications, and the technical indica-
tors and operating parameters may be completely incon-
sistent. ,e parameter indicators in similar applications may
be incompatible, which makes many information processes
in information sharing. And this knowledge is effective. ,is
is the problem of “knowledge islands.” And with the de-
velopment of the terminal, not all facilities should be added
and constantly updated, which means that “information
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islands” will continue to form, which will significantly affect
the digital structure of terminal containers. ,e lack of full
automation of business operations and terminal services and
no knowledge can reveal the benefits of the program.

3.3.ExperimentalResults andDataAnalysis. ,e automation
and understanding of traditional terminals is a new trend.
Unlike fully automated terminals, the automatic conversion
of traditional container terminals must plan for existing
investments to avoid affecting business growth. Finding a
low-cost method can also identify exercises on this basis.
,is is a challenge that every traditional container terminal
must face now. ,erefore, the intelligent tally system ex-
tended by artificial intelligence technology came into being,
and its working principle is shown in Figure 1.

,e artificial intelligence application system controls and
recognizes the path required by the camera monitoring
system; the monitoring system sends video to the recog-
nition equipment. ,e recognition machine knows the box
number, box type, line number, and operation information
of the expert tally application. ,e artificial intelligence
system application server sets the CTOS system to verify
whether the operation is feasible. ,e smart tally application
server notifies the winch driver, cable operator, and service
information management personnel through voice. ,e
recognition machine recognizes the service information to
the smart tally server. ,e smart tally application server
automatically installs CTOS and writes automatically enter
the current operating procedure. ,e intelligent tally ap-
plication server will display external information on the
client interface, and the tally staff will manually intervene as
shown in Figure 2.

In order to transport containers, we need to check the
characteristics of the flow of goods. ,e impact of seizure on
the flow of goods is analyzed by simple cargo flow patterns in
container transportation and cargo organization. ,e mi-
gration of related goods depends on the transportation
regulations of many countries and the economic and local
conditions of each transportation system to determine di-
versification and distribution methods and distribution
systems. Because container transportation is based on large-
scale production methods, we must first sort out the small
product resources scattered on the ground, as shown in
Figure 3.

,ere are two direct reasons for the institutional changes
of the multimodal transport system in the new era: on the
one hand, the different ways of demand in the new era and
the promotion of growth, each of which ushered in a new
era. ,e growth change of “spontaneous growth” explained
by the expansion of the transfer rate has also changed the
system; on the other hand, because the first transfer method
cannot adapt to the development needs of the new period
and new situation, the transfer rate transfers between dif-
ferent systems, that is, competition and substitute. ,e
survey on customer service satisfaction and benefit im-
provement is shown in Table 1.

As shown in Figure 4, in recent years, the scale and
quantity of global container transportation have been

increasing at a rapid rate. From 2016 to 2020, the growth rate
of container cargo transportation in the world and in various
regions of mainland China is shown in Table 2.

Prior to this, a container network has been formed with
international ports, regional ports, transit ports, and ports as
fragments, connected by the global trunk and branch lines.
In order to compete in the container shipping market,
shipping companies operating in the container market face
potential market competition and continue to combine,
configure, and adjust to purchase large container ships.
Large container ships use economies of scale to improve
service quality, reduce costs, and increase competition. Here,
the comprehensive rankings of the world’s major container
companies in recent years are shown in Table 3and Figure 5.

By analyzing the current rankings of major container
companies in the world, we can understand their container
assembly situation and use artificial intelligence to learn,
assemble, configure, and adjust to purchase large container
ships. Large container ships use economies of scale to improve
service quality, reduce costs, and increase competition [27].

In order to better illustrate the important role of mean
fuzzy clustering in the layout of the container multimodal
transport system, we enumerate the total domestic freight
value here as shown in 4.

,e clustering algorithm is used to verify whether the
compact cluster analysis can be used to verify the layout of
containers composed of a multilane transportation system.
,en, the more cities selected according to the character-
istics of the method, the better the effect of cluster analysis;
in addition, there are many indicators that affect the rating.
,erefore, the selection of evaluation indicators in the future
research process also requires in-depth planning as shown in
Figure 6.

During transportation, if the product needs to be placed
in the container cargo scanning area, the pallet containing
the product should be moved to the waiting area in the
warehouse; the operator uses the password catcher to scan
the item box password, collect outgoing information, and
check the information and the store list whether the in-
formation is valid, if it is invalid, it should be processed
manually as soon as possible. ,e technique is shown in
Table 5.

,e flowchart of the transportation process is shown in
Figure 7.

Larger ports need to face different shipping companies,
often have agents in many ports, and need an EDI system
that serves the shipping companies themselves and passes
through multiple ports. Even within the same port range, the
same sender may be in contact with different terminal
companies.

,e EDI system refers to a system that can automatically
transmit and process business documents such as orders,
invoices, and invoices among enterprises through a com-
munication network. ,e communication network is the
means to realize EDI. EDI involves many departments and
industries, such as related companies, banks, insurance and
commodity inspection, customs, and transportation. EDI
first established a dedicated network among trading partners
[28].
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In fact, there is a many-to-many relationship among the
topics of container transportation information exchange as
shown in Figure 8.

On the whole, container transportation based on ar-
tificial intelligence multimodal transportation is not lim-
ited to only one port. ,erefore, a container transportation
system that can provide value-added services is established,
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Figure 1: Key data flow of the smart tally system.
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Table 1: Survey results of customer service satisfaction and benefit
improvement.

Company name Service
satisfaction

Benefit improvement
(%)

Maersk land and sea 8.7 37
Mediterranean
shipping 6.9 32

Evergreen shipping 9.1 22
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Table 2: World transportation growth rate (%) from 2016 to 2020.

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Annual growth rate of world container trade volume 11.0 12.0 11.6 9.6 8.2
World container shipping capacity growth rate 7.0 8.0 7.1 7.5 6.6
Growth rate balance 3.0 4.0 4.5 2.1 1.6

Table 3: Ranking of the world’s major container companies.

,e company Rank Market share (%) Total TEU Total number of ships
Maersk land and sea 1 12.3 31214 355
Mediterranean shipping 2 7.2 42351 295
Evergreen shipping 3 6.1 33678 278
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Figure 5: Information of the world’s major container companies.

Table 4: Fuzzy clustering center (100 million yuan).

M� 1.5 GDP Total social consumption Investment in fixed assets Total freight Policy orientation coefficient
First category 4698 5602 14560 5689 4951
Second category 991 964 14235 4512 3256
,ird category 201 456 11784 5261 3145
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and it is connected with the national transportation system
and the international public data network.

,e realization of port integration requires the role of
many factors, generally speaking, including port natural
resources, differentiation between ports, information plat-
forms, human resources and investment and financing,
administrative mechanisms, market functions, supply chain
business integration, and logistics network, etc. It is mainly
for the following points:

(1) ,e natural resource characteristics of ports lead to
the division of port functions

(2) ,e differences among ports are mainly reflected
in two aspects: first, time (including inland
transportation time and stay time in port) and
service quality. Second, the difference in port
service products is a key consideration that ports
need to consider in the process of port
competition
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Figure 6: Usage of the clustering algorithm.

Table 5: ,e cost of introducing barcode technology.

Assets Unit price Number Service life
Pos scanner 200 50 10
Barcode printer 550 12 5
Barcode 0.05 1000 7
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delivery
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billingstorehouse
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LoadingArrival

discharge
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Figure 7: ,e flowchart of the transportation process.
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(3) Building an information platform shared among
regional ports is a technical guarantee for port in-
tegration. In the process of building a shared in-
formation platform, the main task is to establish an
information sharing mechanism, unify information
platform standards, and realize the docking of re-
gional information platforms

(4) In the process of port integration, especially the
integration of cross-regional ports, the interests of
various administrative regions inevitably conflict. In
order to alleviate the conflicts of various adminis-
trative regions, we need a unified administrative
management agency and administrative coordina-
tion agency to establish an appropriate coordination
mechanism to balance the interests of all parties [29].

Combining this will enable our country’s container
multimodal transport to be integrated and further in line
with international standards as shown in Figure 9.

,e module sharing of the information system should
not only be based on the specific commercial needs of the
container terminal but also be linked to the actual mailing
system of the container terminal. According to the operating
content and conditions of different parts of the container,
the control system is divided into six parts: customer
management system, electronic system, statistical data re-
quest system, transmission information system, overhead
system, and payment management system. ,e system
adopts a distributed system, and each partition can access
and work independently, or call each other through a
command as shown in Figure 10.

We use total transit time, total transit rate, and input
indicators as active indicators to transfer data on average
revenue, container loading stability rate, the annual
growth rate of container transportation, and other virtual
corporate organizations. Here, we choose the total
transfer rate and input indicators as the active indicators,
and the use of excess investment for correlation is to

analyze and solve the input and output problems of the
enterprise. In the actual use process, the multimodal
transportation is carried out by using the EDI system,
combined with the GPS and GIS information platform
Internet network technology, to ensure the accuracy of
coordinated transportation. ,erefore, excess investment
and DEA indicators can be easily resolved.,is question is
shown in Figure 11 and Table 6.

4. Discussion

,e current information collection technology is divided
into time-based information collection technology and
site-based information collection technology according
to static and energy information. Generally speaking, the
entire mass transportation process, that is, the multi-
modal transportation process, is divided into two parts:
“private area exploration” and “track-track discovery.”
,e route station is based on the frame and mainly uses
time information technology; the route tracking is mainly
based on the transportation means using field-based
information technology. At the same time, in order to
achieve visual effects, the system mainly uses the com-
bination of GPS and GIS information platform Internet
network technology to determine the information
management between the operator and the operator and
the manager, and broadcast the information in real time.
,e response method is improved based on the actual
transportation situation, including emergency informa-
tion such as location, time, and speed. ,e information
system corresponding to the multimodal transport sys-
tem includes the empire information system and the
back-end technology of the multimodal transport con-
tainer transfer. Due to the general lack of understanding
of multivehicle transportation, the control cannot cancel
the previous control mode. ,erefore, we can modify the
previous multivehicle intermodal transportation control
method, by increasing the overall planning between
multiple vehicles, planning the dispatch time, and the
problem of train number information, so as to solve the
problem of multivehicle high-efficiency intermodal
transportation in the actual transportation process.
Under the previous economic system, especially under
the influence of the related concepts of “large and
complete, small and complete” in state-owned enter-
prises, there are certain deficiencies in the management
concepts, managers, and operators of logistics compa-
nies. And the thinking of related logistics companies does
not fully understand the role of packaging and does not
have a clear understanding of the operation of the
multiship transportation process. ,erefore,
manufacturing companies do not have enough coping
methods and practical solutions. ,e severity of the
problem has led to a low degree of integration between
logistics and transportation. Surprisingly, it is impossible
to establish a large and professional service system.
Multiple passport documents can also be used to gather
information during testing at certain locations. ,e
multivehicle license is issued by the multicarrier or its
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Figure 8: EDI system in multiple ports.
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agent, certifying that the multimodal transport contracts
that the goods are received and transported by the
multicarrier, and the multivessel operator guarantees that
the goods are delivered in accordance with the following
provisions of the agreement and documents. It is the
document of the property and the proof of the transfer

agreement. Multiple passport documents are divided into
nondistributed form and distributed form. ,e non-
binding forms of the documents are the goods certificate
and the transfer agreement certificate, but the documents
are not transferable and the property right certificate. ,e
form of transaction document refers to a combined
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transport document that has at least one passenger
traveling by sea and can be used as the basis for the
carriage of goods. ,e validity period of the tradable form
of the multimodal passport is the same as that of the
telegram. ,is kind of multimodal transportation is
usually called a multimodal payment gateway.

5. Conclusions

Our country’s container multivehicle logistics system cannot
meet the requirements of the national econoour’s multi-
vehicle logistics system, and these inconveniences are not a
clean transportation problem. ,e growth trend of public
transportation in our country is that most of the container
traffic is concentrated in developed coastal areas and major
ports and lack of functionality. It is a part of the macro
transmission control unit, which is mainly caused by the
division of components and parts in the control system.
Under this management system, transportation, ware-
housing, real estate, and foreign trade are their own, so the
logistics of the entire society cannot be a whole.,erefore, to
accelerate the rapid development of many large container
vehicles and modern logistics, an effective institutional
framework is needed to promote the development of
modern logistics as a macro intervention. In terminal op-
erations, container transportation is the most important part
of all work. Almost all work is done around the container.
Reasonably organizing all container-related information and
developing management information systems can improve
the efficiency of container trade, increase the level of au-
tomation of container processes, increase the distance

between each connection point, and improve the overall
operation level of port management. ,e possibility of
having an advanced container terminal control system has
become an important indicator for determining whether the
port is to be developed. However, in the actual use process,
because there is still a lack of understanding of the relevant
professionalism, the design of the system and the solutions
to certain problems are still not professional enough, and a
deeper understanding is needed. In the actual use process, in
the future, it will definitely consider the actual problems and
modify it, and it will become more and more perfect.
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